2014-2015 Scholarship Recipients

Aram Budak ECE Fellowship
• Carsten Dietvorst
• Joel Kraft
• Dylan McNamara
• Jordan Tunnell

Chris Kautz Memorial Scholarship
• Kaden Strand

Eads Family Scholarship
• Kathleen Cunningham
• Tinnamon Landrey

Electrical and Computer Engineering Scholarship
• Aaron Smull
• Rachael Sutton

Fry Family Scholarship
• Jason Gardner
• Michael Habel
• James Kimbrough
• Olivia Trinko

Lee and Bette Wehrman Scholarship
• Josh Cogdill
• Ben Jenkins
• James Kahler
• Rob Kahler
• Joel Kraft
• Dylan Machovec

Perl Family Graduate Fellowship
• Craig Cogdill
• Jeff Nguyen

Thomas A. Brubaker Scholarship
• Ed Okvath

Willis T. Johnson Memorial Scholarship
• Beau Browning